Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a well-established analytical method for multielemental analysis in particular for elements at trace and ultra-trace levels. It has found acceptance in various application areas during the last decade. ICP-MS is also more and more applied for detection in the life sciences. For these applications, ICP-MS excels by a high sensitivity, which is independent of the molecular structure of the analyte, a wide linear dynamic range and by excellent multi-element capabilities. Furthermore, methods based on ICP-MS offer simple quantification concepts, for which usually (liquid) standards are applied, low matrix effects compared to other conventional bioanalytical techniques, and relative limits of detection (LODs) in the low pg g −1 range and absolute LODs down to the attomol range. In this chapter, we focus on new applications where the multi-element capability of ICP-MS is used for detection of lanthanoides or rare earth elements, which are applied as elemental stains or tags of biomolecules and in particular of antibodies.
Introduction
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a well-established analytical method for multielemental analysis in particular for elements at trace and ultra-trace levels. It has found acceptance in various application areas during the last decade and is also more and more applied for detection in the life sciences.
In Analysis and Speciation of Lanthanoides by ICP-MS, we have already discussed the ICP-MS technology in detail and have presented the determination and speciation of Gd-containing contrast agents to study the fate from clinical application to the distribution in the environment and its interaction with the biosphere as a typical application. In this chapter, we focus on new applications using the multi-element capability of ICP-MS where lanthanoides are applied as elemental stains for detecting or tagging of biomolecules and in particular of antibodies. The concept of metal tagging has already been used for detection of biomolecules by ICP-MS (for more details, see Bettmer et al. [1] ), and it is already quite popular for detection and quantification of metalloproteins (for more details, see a perspective article by Swart and Jakubowski [2] ). However, most of the biomolecules being of analytical interest do not contain elements detectable by ICP-MS, so that artificial tagging known as bio-conjugation by metals, in particular by lanthanoides, are more and more applied. This new concept of bio-conjugation is already successfully used to extend the capabilities of ICP-MS in the life sciences for toxicological, biochemical and medical applications.
Many methods and technologies discussed in this chapter are quite analogous to the application of fluorescence spectroscopy using lanthanoides as fluorophores, but this is discussed in Analysis and Speciation of Lanthanoides by ICP-MS.
Fundamentals
In principle, the chemistry applied for bio-conjugation (tagging) in ICP-MS is very similar to the chemistry used for the development of contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). For ICP-MS application mainly bifunctional ligands were investigated as tagging reagents. They consist of two parts, a metal chelating compound and a reactive group which connects the chelate -if possible covalently -to the biomolecule of interest and in particular to antibodies. Concerning the chelates, macrocyclic compounds based on 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) or linear chelates such as diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid are promising candidates and can easily be loaded by different metals preferentially by lanthanoides or their isotopes. The 15 lanthanoide elements provide at least 37 isotopes that are nonredundantly unique masses allowing the design of highly multiplexed/multi-parametric cell assays, because the mass resolution achieved in ICP-MS even in low mass resolution is always sufficient to separate isotopes at mass m from adjacent masses ( ± 1). Some of the isotopes are interfered by isobaric interferences as mentioned before, but this limitation has been solved by application of enriched and stable isotopes. Additionally, the chelating compounds applied offer improved water solubility and they have a high-stability constant in order to be resistant against metal exchange which otherwise could compromise their application. For more details, see the reviews related to metal tagging and in which the chemistry of tagging is described in more detail [3, 4] .
Concerning the reagents used as reactive group, isothiocyanatobenzyl residues (SCN) and NHydroxysuccinimid ester (NHS) are often applied, because they bind preferentially to amino-groups of amino acids. Alternatively, maleimidoethylacetamide residues are used for conjugation to sulfhydryl (SH) residues after selective reduction of the proteins or antibody's cysteine-based disulfide bridges. In both cases, the reaction step with the biomolecule is always critical, because it will significantly change the physical and chemical properties of the antibody and in case of immunoassays it might also affect the antibody's binding efficiency and specificity.
Additionally, glycoproteins and in particular antibodies, which are always glycosylated in nature, can be derivatized at their sugar residues after oxidation to form aldehydes, which then can react with lanthanoidecontaining chelating tags carrying the reactive group, a hydrazide or primary amine [5] . In a similar way, the 5′-and 3′-end ribose sugars of RNA can be oxidized to aldehydes, using the same reactive groups mentioned before [6] . A different way for detection of DNA is based on application of base-complementary oligonucleotide groups synthesized with reactive amine or SH groups for which the same conjugation chemistry can be used as for antibodies.
Bio-conjugation of antibodies
Historically, chelating compounds were first employed in combination with radioactive tracers. McDevitt et al. presented a method for binding 225 Ac to a SCN-DOTA and attached the complex to an immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody [7] . The use of a NHS linker attached to DOTA was described by Lewis et al. who performed bio-conjugation with the radioactive isotopes 111 In and 90 Y [8] . Due to the fact that such assays can be analyzed only in laboratories specialized in radiochemistry and additionally to overcome health hazards caused by the radioactive materials, soon fluorescent lanthanoides (Eu, Sm, Tb, Dy) replaced the radioactive central ions (see for instance, AutoDELFIA TM ). The DELFIA TM approach offered a (fourfold) multi-parametric assay and was already applied in 2002 in one of the first multi-parametric assays using ICP-MS detection [9] . However, one of the first immunoassays with ICP-MS detection was discussed in literature for the quantification of the thyroid-stimulating hormone thyroxinein (TSH) by Zhang et al. [10] . The authors used a Eu-tagged antibody for detection of the hormone. The Eu signal measured after digestion was directly proportional to the serum TSH concentration. The assay was linear and the limit of detection was sufficient to cover the whole diagnostic relevant range. The precision was better than 10 % and the TSH results obtained by ICP-MS were in good agreement with the result obtained by a radioimmunoassay which was used for validation. Metal coding was first discussed by Whetstone et al. [11] and a year later Krause et al. [12] applied for a patent for a DOTA-based reagent with a cysteine reactive maleimide group, and a biotin modification for purification and enrichment of tagged peptides via biotin-avidin affinity chromatography, named and patented as metalcoded affinity tag (MeCAT).
Concerning the development of immunoassays most applications at the beginning of this method have used tags containing only one detectable element, but the sensitivity of an ICP-MS can be significantly increased if each single tag consists of more than one metal atom. As a consequence, polymer tags were developed by Lou et al. [13] for single cell assays analyzed by the CyTOF TM technology (see Analysis and Speciation of Lanthanoides by ICP-MS). Application of the polymer tag provides a gain in sensitivity of the ICP-MS detection of up to a factor of 100 in comparison to single atomic tags. As mentioned before, a maleimide group at one end of the polymer chain was used for coupling the polymer to the free SH groups generated by partial reduction of the disulfide bridges of proteins and antibodies.
Applications
The different applications where bio-conjugation (tagging) of biomolecules was used for ICP-MS detection can be divided into two main categories: They all have in common that lanthanoides are used as metal for ICP-MS detection.
Development of identification and quantification strategies for DNA, peptides and proteins in mass spectrometry
As said before, lanthanoide elements are often applied as tags for multiplexed and targeted analysis of peptides, proteins, DNA and RNA using MS for detection (for more details, see a review from de Bang and Husted [14] ). Besides the specific detection of biomolecules, after tagging the quantification of peptides and proteins is gaining more importance. The first study where a ligand based on DOTA was loaded with lanthanoides for MSbased applications was presented by Whetstone et al. already in 2004 for the differential tagging of peptides [11] . The authors showed that this approach was applicable in combination with reversed phase chromatography separation of peptides and subsequent MS/MS experiments. In a study by Ahrends et al. [15] reaction parameters for MeCAT were optimized, and the new method was used to analyze proteins of the Sus scrofa eye lens as a model system to demonstrate the applicability [16] . LC-ICP-MS was used for separation and quantification of metal-tagged polypeptides from a protein digest. The quantitative information from ICP-MS was then used for calibration of organic MS (electrospray ionization (ESI)-MS). The low matrix effects of biological samples in ICP-MS, and the use of simple, non-species specific metal-containing standards opened up a new possibility for absolute quantification of proteins and peptides to be used as homemade calibration standards in organic MS. The limit of detection for Ho 3+ -tagged bovine serum albumin was calculated for the ICP-MS detection as low as ∼100 attomol only. Furthermore, an investigation of variations in an Escherichia coli (E. coli) proteome due to different growth temperatures was conducted with this tagging technique. An implementation of MeCAT to absolute peptide and standard protein quantification was published recently [17] . For absolute quantification, selected peptides were tagged with MeCAT-Eu and quantified by isotope dilution ICP-MS using liquid tracers. A peptide mix at different concentrations was separated by reversed-phase (RP) chromatography before ICP-MS detection and thus, a calibration was performed in one run. For quantitative protein identification, a lysozyme and a bovine serum albumin tryptic digest were tagged with MeCAT-Eu. The resulting peptides were analyzed by LC-ICP-MS and LC-(RP)-ESI-ion trap Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance MS.
A ICP-MS-based method is discussed by El-Khatib et al. for relative and absolute quantification of sulfenic acid (SA) in peptides and proteins, which is an important biomarker for protein oxidation often involved in intracellular redox-mediated events by reactive oxygen species altering structure and function of proteins in many diseases [18] . A new metal-containing reagent (Ln-DOTA-Dimedone) was synthesized and shown to react specifically with SA. The high sensitivity, structure-independent signal and multiplexing capabilities of ICP-MS were demonstrated together with the specificity of Ln-DOTA-Dimedone and Ln-MeCAT for detection of SAs and thiol residue in a simultaneous detection approach.
In a proof of concept experiment, three thiolated complementary DNA probes (derivatized with Eu, Tb and Ho, respectively) have been applied by López-Fernández et al. for detection of three oligonucleotides by ICP-MS using size exclusion for separation [19] . The LODs achieved range between 5 and 11 fmol absolute.
Brueckner et al. describe a hybridization assay based on biotin-streptavidin affinity combining this with lanthanoide-tagged reporter oligonucleotide probes and biotinylated capture oligonucleotide probes. For the improvement of the sensitivity and sequence specificity of the assays, it was combined with target amplification by the ligase chain reaction. The proof of principle experiment demonstrated that the target amplification step resulted in a 6,000-fold increase of sensitivity, and finally an LOD of only 2.6 amol was achieved with a doublestranded DNA target [20] .
Analytical and diagnostic applications of lanthanoides
Immunoassays are based on the specific binding of antibodies with their corresponding antigens and thus can be used for identification of proteins (antigens) or their quantification. For this purpose, it is common to tag the antibody by a compound which can be easily detected by photometry, fluorescence or atomic detection, in particular, ICP-MS as it will be discussed in this section in more detail.
Usually, antibodies of the IgG-type are employed for this purpose. The first description of an antibody carrying a tag for subsequent detection was published by Coons in 1941 [21] , who introduced the coupling of fluorescein by an isothiocyanate derivate. The first clinical immunoassay, making use of the specificity of antigen-antibody reactions, was developed for the determination of insulin in human blood by Yalow and Berson in 1960 [22] .
Applications of lanthanoides in mass cytometry
The state-of-the-art for characterizing proteins of many biological cells individually is flow cytometry. A cell sample is treated with a fluorescence probe (e.g. fluorescent-tagged antibodies) and the cell suspension is formed to a liquid stream which allows the cells aligned in the center of a capillary to pass a light beam for fluorescence sensing or sorting. But the optical technique is limited by fluorescence dye quenching and autofluorescence of the sample and the containers. Additionally, the number of colors is limited due to broad and overlapping emission and absorption bands and sophisticated strategies have to be elaborated for massively multi-parametric assays. However, this technology is a benchmark very often applied in many clinical environments.
To overcome these limitations, a novel technique for real time analysis of massively multi-parametric assays of single cells at high-throughput was developed by Scott Tanner and colleagues using ICP-MS [23] . For this purpose, antibodies are modified with metal tags as described in Section 2.2 instead of fluorophores conventionally employed in polychromatic flow cytometry.
The mass cytometer (a schematics is shown already in Analysis and Speciation of Lanthanoides by ICP-MS), which was introduced to the market as CyTOF TM by DVS Sciences Inc. (now Fluidigm), is a novel adaptation of ICP-MS, better to say of ICP-TOF-MS (time of flight: TOF) for cell counting [24] . A TOF-MS is a very fast scanning mass analyzer which allows to measure transient signals with μs time resolution. The sample introduction of a cell suspension into the CyTOF TM is based on a micro-concentric pneumatic nebulizer which is connected to a heated spray chamber, to which a make-up argon gas flow is supplied via a mass flow controller. In the spray chamber, the gas flow containing droplets with imbedded cells is dried (all water droplets without cells are vaporized). The technology employs the total consumption sample introduction system limiting sample aspiration rate to ∼45 μL/min. All water vapors reach the plasma source. The dried cells are injected into the plasma ion source where they are undergoing rapid thermolysis, atomization and ionization. The ions are passing through the atmosphere-vacuum interface, ion beam forming optics, low mass cutoff filter, time-offlight mass analyzer, and finally, are registered by the detector and data acquisition system as a transient event: ion intensity versus time.
The stochastic sample introduction leads to possible overlap of the ion signals limiting the maximum rate of cell introduction to ∼1,000/s. A longer or shorter than expected ion signal indicates coincidence of cells in one integration window or presence of cell fragments. Spectra are recorded at 13 μs intervals. Between cell events, the spectra are largely blank. When an ion cloud arrives at the detector, a series of some 20 spectra reflect the Gaussian-like transient signal of a single cell event which lasts up to 400 μs and contains all of the metal ions associated within the cell, including those metal or lanthanoide isotopes that were intentionally attached as tags or stains (of antibodies, intercalators to stain the DNA and metallic viability indicator stains). Lanthanoide containing μm-sized polymer particles are used as quality control standards and for instrumental optimization.
An example is provided in Figure 1 showing a screen capture during the analysis of a human peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMc) sample stained with 27 metal-tagged antibodies using enriched lanthanoide isotopes. The display indicates a peak each time an ion signal is recorded and shows the masses along the Xaxis and the sequential spectra of each antibody along the vertical axis. It is clear that the raw data clusters in two dimensions are aligned indicating a complex and unique ion structure of every cell event. The different antibodies (cluster of differentiation [CD]2-CD117 and human leukocyte antigen -antigen D-related [HLA-DR]) are binding to receptors on the surface of a cell and are thus able to differentiate different cell populations. Iridium-containing DNA intercalators are used as trigger for a cell event and dead cells are identified by a metal-containing stain based on a treatment with a cisplatinum or rhodium intercalator. These dead cell events are separated from the total number of all cells measured. Again all antibodies and stains are measured simultaneously and time resolved in each single cell event. Analytically, such a concept can be used for instance to identify the differentiation type of diseased blood cells in childhood leukemia, where the success of a chemotherapy strongly depends on the subtypes of the disease, or in stem-cell research where differentiation can now be followed (for more details, see a recent review [25] ).
For more details about data handling of massively multi-parametric single cell assays analyzed by CyTOF TM technology, please see a recent review [26] and for more information on CyTOF TM developments the reviews of Björnson et al. [27] and Bendall et al. [28] are recommended for further reading.
The applications of mass cytometry will have an important impact on fundamental, clinical and pharmaceutical research, and in principle, it is an important new analytical tool on the way to a personalized diagnosis.
Applications of lanthanoides in bio-and immuno-imaging
In recent years, significant progress has been made in the development and application of imaging mass spectrometric techniques such as matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization MS and secondary ion mass spectrometry for the determination of the distribution of organic compounds and elements in biological tissue samples [29] . The main drawback of the mentioned methods however is the quantification step because the analytical signal is strongly dependent on the matrix and its local environment. Exactly here, laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) has significant advantages, because a simple calibration strategy is often allowed by use of homemade matrix matched standards.
Concerning the analytical capabilities, LA-ICP-MS combines a few very important features. It provides spatially resolved information on element distribution (qualitative and quantitative) in thin sections of biological samples for instance of brain tissue to study neurodegenerative diseases or tumor growth [30] . By rastering with a laser across the sample, a two-dimensional image can be reconstructed that shows the relative intensities of the respective elements. In the past, this technique was most often applied for qualitative imaging of biological samples (bio-imaging) only, due to a lack of internal standards and quantification concepts.
Internal standard and calibration concepts for LA-ICP-MS
Presently, LA-ICP-MS detection is mainly used as a qualitative imaging method while the development of suitable calibration concepts and internal standards for quantification and improvement of the reproducibility and accuracy are still under investigation [31] .
In liquid analysis, the internal standard is used for drift correction and calibration and thus it is required that the standard should have physical and chemical properties similar to the analyte element during the pneumatic nebulization process, the transport, ionization and transmission into the ICP-MS. In LA, it should correct additionally for differences in the ablation process by laser instabilities or changes of sample properties to compensate variations or drift effects during the LA process.
For internal standardization elements such as 13 C in nitrocellulose (NC) membranes [32] , the iodination of intact proteins [33] or gold deposition on sample surfaces of tissues [34] are used for signal normalization only but cannot yet be used for the development of quantification schemes. Concerning development of calibration strategies for LA-ICP-MS different techniques are described in literature. Often solid materials such as metals or glasses or alternatively matrix matched in-house standards are used in order to account for matrix effects as well as variations in ablated and transported mass, and instrumental drift [35] . Various normalization approaches and quantification strategies are aiming these critical properties described in detail in the reviews from Konz et al. [34] and Hare et al. [31] .
Feldmann et al. [36] used an ink-jet pattern to optimize the wash out of a LA cell for detection of heteroelements in proteins blotted onto membrane by LA-ICP-MS while Bellis et al. used commercial inks with ordinary copper content as a reference for biological samples in LA-ICP-MS [37] .
In 2014, Hoesl et al. [38] investigated a new approach using inks of a commercial inkjet printer, which are spiked with different elements (In, Th, Er and Pr), printed onto the top of a sample for internal standardization and calibration in LA-ICP-MS. For this purpose, two different types of inks were spiked with characteristic metal contents. The first set of ink contains indium as an internal standard whereas the second ink contains multiple lanthanoide metals for a calibration of proteins and antibodies tagged by a metal. Simultaneous detection of all elements by LA-ICP-MS was tested in a model investigation using proteins separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and electro-blotted onto an NC membrane.
The printed internal standard (In) achieved adequate RSD values of 5 % for homogeneity of the printed areas and 2 % for the reproducibility. Additionally, the calibration approach revealed excellent relative process standard deviations of 1 % and detection limits as low as 1-4 fmol only. While each of the approaches for standardization and calibration can be used independently, their combination is even more powerful. Standard proteins have been tagged before PAGE separation and could be quantified on the electroblot membrane by use of the metal doped ink. Thus, the comparison of the original amount of protein loaded onto the gel and the fraction of protein detected on the membrane allowed to calculate the losses during the gel separation and the electrotransfer (of less than 1 %). Additionally, the evaluation of the newly developed inkjet-mediated standardization and calibration was utilized for indirect protein quantification using metal-tagged antibodies in a Western blot immunoassays of three model proteins. In future, these studies can be used to develop work flows for quantitative proteomics.
Recently, the printing strategy for internal standardization by use of lanthanoides was adapted for LA-ICP-MS analysis of tissue sections by Hoesl et al. [39] and Moraleja et al. [40] . The latter researcher extended this approach for standardization (Ir) and for isotope dilution (Pt isotopes for Pt-containing drugs) by using isotopic spike solutions to improve the accuracy in the quantification step.
The authors of this chapter are very much convinced that standardization will open a new door in clinical applications and drug research. Additionally, real quantification is a completely new dimension on the way of quantitative proteomics and microscopy. Similar to fluorescence spectroscopy, lanthanoides will play a very central role for the development of stains and tags for biomarkers in mass cytometry and quantitative mass microscopy.
Application for protein tagging
The potential of LA-ICP-MS to detect, quantify and map biomolecules was first described by Neilsen et al. [41] in electrophoresis gels. In the beginning of this new technology, metal tagging was mainly applied for indirect detection of specific proteins via the metal tag. In principle, the tagging chemistry cannot be applied only for tagging of a single protein but for a whole set of biomolecules and even for a whole proteome. Such a tagging procedure would allow developing analytical strategies comparable to differential expression studies which are well-known for gel electrophoresis (difference gel electrophoresis): Such a technology allows the study of different proteomes from different experiments after stimulation of the protein expression by an external stimulus, for instance, oxidative stress and each experiment is coded by a (fluorescence) color [42] . Although this technology looks very promising, only a few applications have been presented in literature so far for ICP-MS applications, although it was applied already first for metallodrugs to study metal-protein adduct formation [43] . He et al. studied the proteome differential expression in E. coli, in response to heat stress using bio-conjugation of two proteomes: a control and a heat stress proteome [44] . Both whole proteomes have been tagged by two different lanthanoides (Tm, Lu). LA-ICP-MS was used for detection to locate Heat Shock Proteome expressed differentially by the heat shock in a two-dimensional gel electrophoresis by a comparison of the signal intensities of the different lanthanoides representing the two sample states. Whereas LA-ICP-MS was used for screening of the differential expression of proteins in protein spots on the gel, these spots were then analyzed by organic MS (ESI-MS) to identify the proteins that showed the differential expression. Due to the excellent sensitivity of LA-ICP-MS, new potential heat shock proteins with very low abundance were found. As said before, differential expression studies have been performed already in biochemistry using fluorescence colors, however, MS now can extend the number of "colors" significantly.
A multiplexed quantification of plant thylakoid proteins on Western blots using lanthanoide-tagged antibodies and LA-ICP-MS was discussed by de Bang et al. [45] . The method allowed reproducible and multiplexed quantification of five thylakoid proteins extracted from chloroplasts of the plant species "Arabidopsis thaliana" and was capable of measuring the L subunit in a photosystem I protein of an Arabidopsis mutant containing only less than 5 % of this particular protein, relative to the wild-type.
The multiplex detection of cytochromes P450 (CYP) by different lanthanoide-tagged antibodies in electrophoretically separated and electroblotted liver microsomal protein samples of rats treated with xenobiotic or cancerogenic compounds has been investigated by Waentig et al. [46] . CYP P450 is a family of iron-containing enzymes strongly involved in the metabolism of xenobiotic compounds such as toxicants and drugs. Quantitative analysis of CYP patterns of cells and tissues is an important aspect in toxicological and pharmacological research. Detection limits in the medium fmol range were achieved. Competition of antibody binding could be neglected as the quantitative data obtained by single immunoassays were comparable to the multiplex assay. This offers the use of high-throughput microarray instead of sample separation by electrophoresis and blotting procedures, which are time consuming and vulnerable to sample losses.
Microarrays allow the arrangement of hundreds of protein spots just on a single microscopic slide by use of conventional spotter technology. After spotting, the array is incubated with metal tagged antibodies directed against biomarkers indicative for a specific disease or for expression of relevant proteins. Such microarray platform exists already but with antibodies tagged by fluorescence tags. Again, as it was the case for mass cytometry, the same advantages are valid here. Consequently, a new multi-parametric protein microarray embracing the multi-analyte capabilities of LA-ICP-MS was developed for CYP P450 detection in a proof of principle experiment by Waentig et al. [47] .
By use of LA-ICP-MS for detection of the multi-parametric protein microarray, it was possible to simultaneously determine the expression of 8 cytochromes (color coded by the lanthanoide intensity in Figure 2 ) in 14 different rat experiments (coded by the position on the microarray). Each array spot has a diameter of 400 μm, so that about 224 spots (single samples) on a single microscopic slide can be analyzed (see also Figure 2) . The methodology presented here shows excellent detection limits in the lower attomol range and a very good linearity which is a prerequisite for development of further quantification strategies. Again, such an assay looks promising for a personalized diagnosis because hundreds of patient samples can be tested for many biomarkers in one run. 
Application for single-cell analysis
Protein spots in a Western blot assay or microarray are rather large structures at mm sizes. However, protein staining also works at cellular levels, which will be demonstrated in the next example. For such an application, the laser diameter needs to be reduced to the low μm scale, thus by a factor of roughly 1,000. Reducing the laser spot size is inherently related to a reduction in sensitivity, due to the fact that the volume/area and thus the number of atoms in this ablated volume (area) is tremendously reduced. Thus, a compromise between sensitivity and spot size is usually driven by the application and this was the reason why imaging with single-cell resolution has not been investigated frequently for essential elements in cells. However, single-cell resolution was demonstrated already in a few publications where either elemental staining or uptakes of metallic nanoparticles by cells are presented (for more details, see review [25] ). Concerning the latter application, it should be mentioned that depending on the size, metallic nanoparticles can be taken up by cells by endocytosis and are enriched in the cells. Thus, the metal atoms become locally enriched in the cell, so that sensitivity is not a limiting factor anymore. LA-ICP-MS therefore has already been applied for these types of application [48] . In this work, the sample (a biological cell) has been ablated in a line scan using a differential scanning mode, which is discussed in more detail elsewhere [25] . This scanning mode allows a local resolution for very thin samples (thin cuts of tissues and cells) which are smaller than the laser spot size and mainly limited only by the dispersion of the LA system. Such a methodology will become even more important, because in many technical processes lanthanoides are already applied in the form of nanoparticles, e.g. as cerium(IV) oxide. An example for the detection of lanthanoide-containing nanoparticles is presented in the next chapter.
Gd-containing contrast agents are often used for MRI in clinical diagnosis and in an experiment presented by Managh et al., human CD4 + T cells were incubated with commercially available Gd-based MRI contrast agents (Omniscan and Dotarem, see Analysis and Speciation of Lanthanoides by ICP-MS) [49] . In the chelated form, these substances are not toxic and are taken up easily by living cells. Up to 10 8 Gd atoms/single cell were detected under optimal conditions. In this example, the cell diameter (about 10 μm) was much smaller than the applied laser spot diameter (25 μm), so that in each laser shot, just a single cell was completely ablated. The LA-ICP-MS measurements of single cells showed that the contrast agent could still be detected in the cell for up to 10 days after labeling.
Reifschneider et al. applied thulium as a metallo-stain to investigate the transport of single cells in a mouse model [50] . The stained cells, in particular macrophages and tumor cells, have been injected intravenously and have been detected by LA-ICP-MS in tissues from different organs (liver, lung and spleen).
Recently, Mueller et al. used a maleimide-DOTA loaded with thulium as a central ion for the elemental staining of a whole single cell [51] . As mentioned in Section 2.1, the reactive maleimide group binds covalently to free SH groups such as cysteine and thus this stain is representing the distribution of proteins in a cell. A short incubation time of a few minutes was sufficient for application of LA-ICP-MS imaging of a whole cell proteome with a local resolution in the μm range (see Figure 3) . Improvements of the local resolution to the sub-micrometer range look feasible if improved LA systems, which are described already in literature, will become commercially available [52] . 
Application for tissue analysis
A first investigation where nanoparticles doped with REE are tested for clinical diagnosis should be discussed here. For the development of very small iron oxide nanoparticles (VSOP) for MRI, Prussian blue iron staining was already often applied for iron detection in tissues by microscopy. However, this staining approach is unspecific when tissues contain substantial endogenous iron in particular in a particulate form. Scharlach et al. tested whether microscopy by LA-ICP-MS is sensitive enough to analyze accumulation of VSOP doped with Europium (Eu) in tissue sections and found that this technique is very sensitive and specific for this application [53] . An example is shown in Figure 4 . The Eu signals clearly demonstrate that the nanoparticle can penetrate deeply into the tissue in those areas where atherosclerotic plaques have been identified, giving a hint that the barrier of the blood vessel is damaged already in this area possibly by inflammation, because no particles are detected in the intact regions. With respect to CyTOF TM technology, it was discussed already that tagging of antibodies is a powerful tool for cell cytometry, where the cells are measured as a suspension in solution. Of course, the same chemistry can also be applied for imaging of cells and tissues placed onto microscopic slides as it is done already in immunohistochemistry (IHC). The principle for this application is often applied already routinely in pathology. In conventional IHC, a primary antibody which is directed against a biomarker (e.g. a protein which is expressed during cancer) is applied and binds directly to surface proteins or receptors on a cell surface of a thin cut of a tissue or a biopsy sample. In IHC, a secondary antibody is applied which carries the analytical information which becomes visible by a color change or a fluorescence signal. The analytical information is read out by use of a microscope and visual inspection. Thus, the color and the morphology of the tissue are the relevant parameters for the diagnosis and have an important impact for instance on the choice of an adequate therapy. Due to the fact that color changes are very sensible and have only a very small linear dynamic range, the protocols used in the clinical environment are very strict and have to be developed for each new biomarker. If LA-ICP-MS imaging is applied for IHC, only the primary antibody is needed and is coded not by color but by a lanthanoide metal, which then can be detected using a LA system for imaging of the lanthanoide distribution on the surface of the tissue. Again, as before, many different antibodies can be applied simultaneously, so that many biomarkers can be evaluated in the same sample (multiplexing) but under compromise conditions. The reason for this much higher flexibility is based on the extension of the linear dynamic range by many orders of magnitude so that even compromised conditions lead to outstanding signal to noise ratios and therefore offers the new capability of multiplex analysis even in IHC applications. Such a strategy can increase sample throughput and would lower the analysis costs. Finally, the integration of the lanthanoide ion intensities over tissue areas by application of imaging software delivers a number, and if an internal standardization and calibration is applied, these numbers can become quantitative and thus comparable. This would be an outstanding advantage compared to the present technology.
The direct detection of biomarkers in tissue sections was investigated by Hutchinson et al. who applied Euand Ni-tagged secondary antibodies for LA-ICP-MS imaging of beta-amyloid deposits in mouse brain tissue to study Alzheimer's plaques which were highlighted by the Eu signals [54] .
The first multiplexed immunohistochemical approach was presented by Giesen et al. who used three tumor markers tagged with lanthanoides for detection in a single cancerous tissue section [55] . In this case, primary antibodies against the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her 2), mucin 1 (MUC 1 -a membraneassociated protein), and cytokeratin 7 (CK7 -a type II cytokeratin, which is specifically expressed in glandular epithelia) were tagged with holmium, terbium and thulium via the reagent SCN-DOTA, respectively.
A breast cancer tissue section of 5 μm thickness was incubated with the lanthanoide labeled antibody pool simultaneously. As said before, in this case, no secondary antibody was needed. The expression levels of the tumor markers could be directly compared with the same section which is of great benefit for standardization of the results in IHC. Moreover, the LA-ICP-MS analysis indicated different expression levels for Her 2, Muc 1 and CK7, which was not obvious from the conventionally stained IHC sections. This method had been improved over the last years so that the state-of-the-art is presented in a very recent paper of Giesen et al. [56] . Here a formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) Her 2-enriched breast cancer tissue section incubated with a polymer (including Ho) tagged antibody against Her 2 was investigated. The resulting image had a pixel size of 1 × 1 m and allows a precise analysis of the cell membrane-bound anti-Her 2. More recently, Giesen and coworkers used the same LA cell in combination with a simultaneous detecting CyTOF TM (see also Analysis and Speciation of Lanthanoides by ICP-MS) for spatial resolved multiplexing immuno-imaging of 32 proteins and their modifications in FFPE breast cancer tissue samples and human mammary epithelial cells [56] . The results were validated with conventional immunofluorescence microscopy and no significant changes in specificity and performance of the antibodies used for fluorescence and the CyTOF TM measurements could be observed. Furthermore, it could be shown that even high numbers of metal-tagged antibodies didn't interfere with each other during the immune reaction. The study reached subcellular resolution for the first time in a multiplex immuno-imaging approach using the previously mentioned polymer-tagged antibodies and LA-ICP-TOF-MS. For illustration of the state of the art, a color-coded LA-ICP-MS measurement of pancreatic xenograft tissue sample (patient pancreatic tumor implanted into an immunodeficient mouse) is shown in Figure 5 . Three biomarkers which play a role in the development of pancreatic cancer are shown as an example with micrometer laser spot size resolution. The antibody directed against pimonidazole, a hypoxia tracer administered to the mouse prior to tissue harvest, is tagged with Ho and is used as a marker of tumor cells in regions of low oxygen (hypoxia) (shown in red color). The antibody directed against collagen I is tagged with Tm (shown in green color) and stains the mouse stroma, whereas the antibody directed against the histone H3 conjugated to 176 Yb tag (shown in blue color) shows all cell nuclei. Results are presented here only for 3 out of 18 biomarkers measured simultaneously. To summarize, this new technology of metal-tagged antibodies allows multiplex analysis of clinical biomarkers relevant for normal and disease processes at cellular levels in tissues; however, many problems have still to be solved to implement LA-ICP-MS as an imaging method which is emerging from "bench to bedside" (for more details, see a recent review [57] ).
Outlook
In the last decade, different ICP-MS-based methods for the detection and quantification of all kinds of biomolecules (peptides, proteins, DNA, RNA and antibodies) using lanthanoides as metal tags or stains have successfully been developed. But, as a conclusion, the authors want to summarize that the immunoassays and metal-staining techniques presented here in combination with mass cytometry and with bio-imaging using LA-ICP-MS are up to now only used for basic discovery and healthcare applications. However, they have the potential in future to be applied as a very new and promising approach toward personalized diagnosis and therapies. Moreover, with the new technologies developed for LA-ICP-MS, a quantitative elemental microscope becomes feasible.
To summarize, the immunoassays presented here have already opened a new door for quite different novel applications of most lanthanide elements in clinical diagnostics where up to now only Gd-containing contrast agents are well established.
